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her thesis. It was awarded one of the best 
theses in her department of that year. 

Representing veterans, we have a con-

tribution from mr. kisaku satô, a lead-

ing figure of Japan’s organic agriculture, 
to whom we pay the highest respect. Mr. 
satô, serving as the chairperson of a local 

agriculture cooperative for many years, has 

been promoting food self-sufficiency based 
on organic agriculture and authored many 

books on the real happiness of human be-

ings based on a self-sufficient and organic 
food system. Recently, he often visits Chi-
na and korea to give lectures and instruct 

farmers. ari participants have visited him 

in akita Prefecture every summer for more 

than twenty years. 
We are also very thankful for having an 

article from ms. akiko ishihara, an associ-

ate professor at kumamoto university and 

a strong advocate of ari. ms. ishihara has 

been commuting to fukushima from kuma-

moto, kyûshû since the great eastern Japan 

earthquake and the accident at the fuku-

shima nuclear power plant to help bring to-

gether the people in Minamata with people 
from Fukushima, both of whom suffer from 
a historical disaster. We are very happy to 

know the fact that Ms. Ishihara’s visit to ARI 
right after the earthquake led her to start the 
activity.     

Together with us, we wish that these 

   t is a great pleasure that we were able to 
publish the second issue of “euodoō,” Jour-

nal of ARI. I would like to give deep appre-

ciation to all the authors of the articles and 

theses and everyone who cooperated in ma-

terializing this issue. We are very happy to 

have great contributions that fit very well 
to “euodoō,” a Greek word which means 
“a good way,” and to “rural future study,” 
which is the sub-theme of the journal.
 

From ARI faculty, we have an article by 
dr. gilbert hoggang (Jil), a 2004 graduate of 

ARI from the Philippines. Jil has been work-

ing in ari’s livestock section since 2008 and 

developed, with other staff members, the 
livestock feed system using local resources. 

the thesis is about that system. from over-

seas, we have Rev. Samuel Sihombing, a ru-

ral pastor and a 2000 graduate of ari from 

indonesia. samuel contributed the article 

he presented at the 4th life-giving agricul-

ture Forum that was held in Chiang Mai, 
Thailand in 2016. Samuel wrote about ‘hu-

mans’ right to eat’ based on his many years 

of experience working with local farmers in 
North sumatra. 

from the young generation: ms. Noriko 

Nakayama, a 2015 graduate of meiji gakuin 

university, contributed her senior thesis. 

Noriko was a year-long volunteer at ARI in 
2014 and her volunteer work at ARI inspired 

Editorial Note
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wonderful articles and theses will help read-

ers to explore what is “a good way” and study 
a “rural future.” 

Finally, we are very thankful to Mr. It-

suo thomas fujishima for his tireless con-

tribution in editing and designing this jour-

nal. We appreciate the beautiful artwork on 
the cover page given by ms. sacco fujishi-

ma. We are also so thankful for mr. toshiaki 

Kusunoki, a former staff member of ARI for 
his dedication in translating mr. satô’s ar-

ticle into english.   

Tomoko Arakawa 
director
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         he purpose of livestock production at the asian rural institute, particularly pigs, is to 

provide training participants alternative learning and other possibilities in rural develop-

ment. Pigs, like other animals, can be a source of livelihood for income generation, a source 

of energy in terms of biogas, and a source of fertilizer through biogas liquid, compost or 

bokashi.

the biggest cost in raising livestock is feed. feed ingredients purchased in Japan are 

usually from commercial feed companies, most of which import ingredients from overseas 
and therefore have a high possibility of being Genetically Modified organisms (GMos), in 
conflict with what ARI tries to promote: organic farming. These imported feed ingredients 
include corn, wheat bran, barley, and soybean meal. other ingredients produced in Japan, 
some locally (in ARI’s case in Nasushiobara city), include fish meal, rice bran, salt, vitamins 
and minerals that include charcoal. except for our cattle in the past which fed on grass, 
okara, and rice bran, the feed for our pigs and chickens contained mostly imported feed in-

gredients we bought from such feed companies. 
In 2008, I was asked to give lectures and guidance about livestock to participants. I 

wondered what instructions I could provide related to the participants’ situations. The ARI 
way of raising pigs is quite difficult to adopt or practice in rural communities in developing 
countries because it is quite expensive regarding preparation of purchased and imported 

feeds. Practicing organic livestock farming is difficult in and of itself. I found it hard to 
prepare my lecture materials and tried to come up with an alternative way of preparing 
feeds that could still encourage training participants to think about their own ways and pos-

The Use of Local Resources as Substitute Feed 
in Sustainable Livestock Farming
Feed experiments and practice at the Asian Rural Institute

t

Gilbert P. Hoggang
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sibilities in raising livestock. Could other materials and resources in the locality around ari 

substitute the expensive and imported feed ingredients?

At that time, ARI was already collecting leftover rice, bread, and vegetables from the 
local school lunch center and fish refuse at the local fish market in Nasushiobara city. Mr. 
osamu Arakawa, ARI’s farm manager, informed me that there are other local resources 
available but we would have to make contracts with the shops and would then be bound to 
collect the resources regularly, regardless of whether we used them or not.  He identified 
okara (the by-product of soybeans in making tofu). this local resource is bulky and comes 

in big amounts, so disposing of it would be a big problem if ARI would not be able to use it 
all. I came to know that okara is in wet form and cannot be used directly with the dry con-

centrated feed for chickens and pigs that we used. on the other hand, okara retains most of 

its nutritional value and is an excellent source of plant protein. If we couldn’t use it in the 
feed, it could still be useful material for compost. I asked Mr. Arakawa to make a contract to 
obtain it.

Fermented Feed for Chickens

In summer of 2008, we started to mix okara and rice bran and ferment it for cattle feed. the 

fermented okara-rice bran feed consisted of 50% okara and 50% rice bran and was mixed, 
compressed in blue plastic tanks, and then properly covered. After a few weeks, we checked 
the fermentation and gave about two shovels each as supplemental feed to our milking cat-

tle and yearling (calf). again, okara is an excellent source of plant protein and of course car-

bohydrates. rice bran also is rich in protein, fat, and many vitamins and minerals. the cattle 

liked it very much, but the smell became rancid or vinegar-like and sour, because of the high 

protein content when the fermentation was too strong or if the mix had become old. It could 
not be kept for too long and had to be given once the fermented feed container was opened.

Almost at the same time in summer, after transferring all the mixing machines to the 
mixing room, we started experimental fermented feed mixing for chicken feed. The old 
practice was to boil the fish we received from the fish market and to separate the bones from 
the flesh afterward—a tedious work, actually. Most of the flesh we fed directly to chickens. 
I mixed the fish soup and some of the remaining flesh with rice bran in properly covered 
plastic containers. After a few weeks, we gave the mixture of fish, fish soup, and rice bran to 
the chickens. This mixture was too high with protein and fat so that the chickens developed 
very thick fat, making it difficult for them to lay eggs. Some of them died because of broken 
eggs inside.

After discussing with the farm manager, we started mixing fermented feed for chick-

T h E  U s E  o f  Lo c a L  R E s o U R c E s  a s  s U b s T i T U T E  f E E d  i n  s U s Ta i n a b L E  L i v E s To c k  f a R m i n g
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ens, using the same ingredients used in the concentrated feed ration, but we replaced dry 
soybean meal with wet okara. We began with rice bran as the main ingredient and okara. 

We mixed rice bran, okara, raw fish (uncooked), wheat bran, barley, and corn, using a metal 
rotary mixer. We turned on the mixer from time to time and covered the machine with a 
blanket to increase heat and the fermentation process. When it became very hot, we turned 
on the mixer more often. If the fermentation was proper, a sweet wine-like smell was notice-

able. After about a week, the fermented feed was packed in in blue plastic tanks to stimulate 
anaerobic secondary fermentation further and have it ready for feeding. sometimes the fer-

mentation was not proper, and the whole mixture was spoiled, so it had to be turned into 
compost. The causes of spoilage were bad fermentation, the imbalanced moisture of the 
entire mixture, the too high moisture of the fish, or oversized fish heads which made quick 
fermentation difficult. Gradually, we adjusted the mixture of fermented feed and the mois-

ture content so that it would not be too wet. Vitamins were added only at the last stage of fer-

mentation so that the heat would not destroy some of them. In 2009, Mr. Bernard Timothy 
Appau, another livestock staff, started smoking the fish before adding it to the fermented 
feed, and later changed to cooking it. (This was to prevent laid eggs from acquiring fish 
smell). the mixing of fermented feed for chickens then changed from the rotary machine to 

manual mixing on the floor by hand and shovel.
At current, we create a fermentation mass made up from rice powder (30.2%), fish waste 

(with boiled fish soup) (25.9%), rice bran (19.4%), okara (15.1%), oyster shells (4.7%), rice hulls 

(2.2%), dP (dicalcium Phosphate) (1.3%), and charcoal (0.8%) on the floor without using the mix-

ing machine. After aerobic fermentation, we add vitamins (0.4%) and pack and seal the feed in a 
200-liter plastic tank, where fermentation continues anaerobically until giving it to the animals.

Fermented Feed for Pigs

We began mixing fermented feed for pigs in autumn 2008. We piled okara (50%) and cooked 

rice (50%) in intervals into blue plastic tanks and stepped on it. this fermented feed is given 

exclusively to breeder sows, together with concentrated breeder mash feed. The ratio is 70% 
concentrated feed and 30% fermented feed. The amount of fermented feed is multiplied by 
three since it is very high in moisture (as practiced by organic farmers in Japan, according 

to Mr. Arakawa). Later that autumn, we started mixing okara and bread with the same ratio 
(50% okara and 50% bread). We put bread into blue plastic tanks first and okara afterward. 
We then stepped on it to compress it and remove air. Alternately mixed in that way, the tank 
was filled up and covered tightly. Initially, we fed this fermented okara-bread to milking 

cattle, but later we gave it to pigs. The fermented okara-rice bran is easy to spoil and must be 

g i L b E RT  P.  h o g g a n g
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used and consumed when the blue tank is opened, so I thought of using it mainly for cattle, 
and the okara-bread for pigs.

in 2009, i asked the farm manager if there are alternative ingredients in Japan that 

could replace the imported, expensive and most probably gmo corn. he said there is a pos-

sibility that we could buy rice powder from a local sake brewing company, and that Japan 
grows the rice used for sake, but there was doubt if it had the same nutritional value as corn. 
That time, Ms. Sanae Kabeya joined me in the pig section as a new trainee in the livestock 
section staff.  I asked her to obtain a copy of the Feed Compendium in Japan, the book that 
listed all the feed ingredients in Japan with their nutritional values. She was able to get the 
“Japanese Feeding Standard for Swine.” The nutritional value of rice powder concerning 
Total digestible Nutrients (TdN) is much better than corn. I thought it would be better if the 
rice they polish to produce rice powder could be from brown rice. The price of rice powder is 
almost half of that of corn. We began ordering rice powder and gradually replaced the corn 
part to rice powder in the concentrated feed for pigs. Chicken feed followed, so we entirely 
stopped the use of imported corn.

After the rice powder arrived, we mixed the third fermented feed for pigs, that con-

sisted of 50% rice powder and 50% okara, using shovels to blend it thoroughly. as before, 

we put the feed into blue plastic containers, compressed it by stepping on it, and covered it 
tightly. Again, all the fermented feeds given are 30% of the total amount of feed per pig, but 
we multiplied the fermented feed amount by three because of its high moisture content. 
Okara-rice powder makes up the larger part of our fermented feeds because we receive and 
process it every day, compared to okara-bread which we mix only Mondays and Thursdays 
(when we receive waste bread from school lunch leftovers). We started giving the fermented 
feeds only to pigs from 40 kgs and above.

Problems Encountered

1. Incomplete fermentation
At the initial stage of feeding fermented feeds, the pigs ate very well, but I noticed that they 
were not gaining weight. I went back to the feed mixing to study and observed the fermen-

tation process once more. i observed that the okara-rice powder given had not thoroughly 
fermented. the okara-rice powder depleted quickly because we used more of it for feed, so 
we used the newly mixed fermented feed even though it had not thoroughly fermented. I 
waited for a month before using the fermented feed, and the weight of the pigs showed a 
tremendous increase.

T h E  U s E  o f  Lo c a L  R E s o U R c E s  a s  s U b s T i T U T E  f E E d  i n  s U s Ta i n a b L E  L i v E s To c k  f a R m i n g
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2. Wet/Watery dung
Another problem I noticed after using the fermented feeds was that the pig dung was too 
watery or wet. Although the pigs were growing well and gaining in weight, it became chal-
lenging to clean the wet dung from the cemented floor of our denmark pigpen. The reason 
was not a disease problem in the digestive system but most probably the feed. Again, I stud-

ied the fermented feed and zeroed in on the okara-rice powder because it made up the bulk 
of the feed. I found that the rice powder is too powdery, and as we also didn’t feed rice bran 
to the “finisher” pigs the feed lacked fibers. To remedy this, I reduced the ratio of rice powder 
when mixed with okara. Instead of 50%, I made it 25% rice powder and 75% okara, plus use 

more grasses as a supplemental feed to provide the necessary fibers that could help the pigs’ 
digestion.  The dung problem improved but it was still a little wet. I again adjusted the ratio: 
okara 85%, rice powder 15%.

3. The mother sow does not return to heat
In 2009, the mother sows did not return to heat after farrowing and weaning. We had a 
problem in doing artificial insemination and used hormonal injection to bring them back 
to heat several times, and this happened after they were given fermented okara-rice. (okara 

and rice combined have a too high amount of water to ferment well and lack in concentra-

tion as a livestock feed.) That time, we did not mix okara with rice anymore because in winter 
the fermented feed was very hard and easy to freeze, so the fermented feed for breeder sows 
would be rice only, and this, we assume, halted their arousal. In 2010, I replaced the rice with 
okara-bread but later changed it again to okara-rice powder since we had more of it than 
other fermented feeds and I wanted to use fermented okara-bread to the grower pigs. To stir 
their arousal, we consider fermented okara and rice bran feed as effective. 

4. The mother sows become too fat
In 2012, we noticed that mother sows had grown too fat and big than to fit in the delivery 
cage, and this was one of the causes of them not returning into heat after weaning and also 
hindered trouble-free delivery and milk production. It was even challenging to let them go 
inside the delivery cage pen. i did not have any option but to rebuild the delivery cages by 

cutting and expanding the size of the metal cage to fit the mother sows. The cause of the 
weight increase might have been due to the fermented feed and the amount of feed itself. 
We could further observe from the mother sows’ dung that they were eating the pen’s fer-

mented floor. In response to this, I reduced the amount of their feed, particularly fermented 
feed, and made several adjustments valid until today: From 6 kg before (3 kg concentrated 
feed + 3 kg fermented feed) to 3 kg ( 1 kg concentrated feed + 0.5 kg fermented feed twice a 
day) per sow.   

g i L b E RT  P.  h o g g a n g
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Nutritional Values and other Considerations in using Fermented Feed for Pigs

For pigs, I prepare two kinds of feed—concentrated feed and fermented feed—to give our 
training participants an alternative to explore possibilities and be resourceful enough to 

develop their own livestock feeds suited to their respective communities. The concentrated 
feed is more complete and balanced in nutritional content and mixed based on the growth 
and weight of the animals. However, it is more expensive because we have to buy some in-

gredients like vitamins, minerals, soybean meal, wheat bran, barley and rice powder or corn. 
the fermented feed is not complete in nutrient contents, but they are not so expensive and 

even free because the ingredients are local resources like fish, okara, bread, whey liquid, rice, 
fruit and vegetable trimmings, and even cheese we get from the town around ARI. Some-

times neighboring farmers donate second-grade barley from their farm harvest.

although the fermented feed is not complete in nutritional value, they complement 

each other. There are no vitamins and minerals that we mix with fermented feed, but dur-

ing feeding, we directly give greens (weeds, vegetable waste or fruits) and whey liquid. These 
materials can readily provide vitamins and minerals to the pigs and even other necessary 

nutrients and dietary fibers that provide proper nutrition to the animals. In 2010, during a 
livestock seminar in Tokyo, Ms. Kabeya reported that a research presentation showed im-

proved pork quality of pigs fed with bread, especially in the marbling. ARI had already fed 
pigs with bread from three years earlier.

during the feed’s fermentation process, vitamins and minerals are synthesized and 

produced by fermentation of bacteria. These fermenting bacteria also break down the nutri-
ent contents of the feed materials into a readily absorbable form, much easier for the ani-

mals to digest and absorb in their gut. The high concentration of beneficial microorganisms 
in the fermented feed is almost the same with the microflora inside the animals’ intestines, 
improving digestion and the microbial production of antibodies that strengthen the resis-

tance of animals to diseases. The digestive system, particularly the intestines, together with 
the intestinal microflora, play a big role in the body’s immune system. These processes in 
fermentation, together with the help of beneficial microorganisms in the feed, I believe, 
have made our pigs more resistant to diseases despite the fact that we do not do any vaccina-

tion or premedication in our feed or drinking water. 
After a year of fermented feed use, in 2010, I noticed the improved quality of our pork 

meat according to the slaughter house’s report. before the fermented feed, most of our 

slaughtered pig had third-grade quality meat, but after we used fermented feed, we have 
second-grade quality, and a few pigs even have first-grade quality. With this result, I tried 
to give more fermented feed to our pigs, from “grower” to “finisher.” Today, we give the fol-
lowing ratio:

T h E  U s E  o f  Lo c a L  R E s o U R c E s  a s  s U b s T i T U T E  f E E d  i n  s U s Ta i n a b L E  L i v E s To c k  f a R m i n g
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  Pig weight  Ratio of fermented feed

  22 - 40 kg  10%

  40 - 60 kg  20% - 30%

  60 - 90 kg  40% - 50 %

  90 - 100 kg  60% - 70 %

the change in feed from concentrated to fermented feed is made gradually depending on 

the weekly growth or increase in weight of the animals. 

Feed Sustainability and Sovereignty

Another issue for livestock we have to address is feed sustainability. In 2010, ARI’s Farm 
Section planned to increase the production of wheat and soybean and any excess harvest 
would be used for livestock. In 2011, the nuclear power plant problem following the earth-

quake disaster accelerated the planting of soybeans for soil decontamination. it facilitated 

the purchase of an oil pressing machine to make oil from soybeans as we came to know that 
radioactive cesium does not transfer into the oil. As the oil cakes leftover from pressing the 
soybeans also absorb very little of the amount of cesium suspected at that time we examined 
if there was any use for them as concentrated feed to replace the expensive soybean meal 
that we had been buying. 

In early 2012, we started pressing soybean oil, and I started using soybean oil cake for 
pig feed, replacing the soybean meal. From 2013 to 2015 we almost stopped buying soybean 
meal for feed thanks to soybean oil cake.

In 2012, we also planted corn for silage and grains. At that time, ARI acquired some new 
land. We were able to sow and harvest corn, soybean, and wheat. In 2013, I started using 
partly corn and wheat in our pig feed, thus reducing the amount of rice powder. We entirely 
stopped buying wheat bran and barley. I replaced them with corn and wheat from our har-

vest. The use of soybean oil cake, corn, and wheat from our production plus the fermented 
feed through the use of locally available resources have drastically reduced the pig section 

budget for feed to half compared to the time we started these processes. 
Another local resource we produce is soy sauce cake. We bring our soybeans and wheat 

to a small factory for soy sauce production. After two years of processing, we receive our ARI 
soy sauce, but the manufacturing produces soy sauce cakes as well. According to research 
done by many universities and the Japanese ministry of agriculture (they are published 

readily on the internet), the nutritional value of soy sauce cake is significantly high as many 
proteins, lipids, fibers, and beneficial isoflavones remain after the soy sauce manufacturing 

g i L b E RT  P.  h o g g a n g
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process. Ms. Hiromi Satô, who is in-charge of the sales of our soy sauce informed me that 
the factory could give us the cakes in significant amounts. Immediately, I asked her to bring 
it back to ari. last year, i started using it as a substitute ingredient for mineral salt, and 

soybean cake as plant protein source. Aside from the protein content, the high fiber plus the 
isoflavone/antioxidant content of the cakes is beneficial to the pigs, I think. Concentrated 
feed now contains soy sauce cake and is in about 3% of the total amount of mixed feed. Soon 
i stopped using salt. 

Slowly, the ARI farm has responded to the feed sustainability issue by partly producing its 
own wheat, corn, soybean as well as the vegetables for our livestock feeds. As of this date, the 
pigs are doing very well, and there is continuous observation on how to improve the feeding 
system to raise healthy pigs for meat, fermented floor compost, biogas, and biogas liquid. 
The preparations in production such as sowing, weeding, harvesting, as well as preparation 
in mixing the feeds, require time and labor, but it can be done. the needs or inputs in pro-

duction (like fertilizers to grow the crops) are provided by the animals themselves in terms 
of compost, bokashi, and biogas liquid from their dung. 

Local Materials

Okara
Fish

Rice powder

Bread

Cooked rice

Wheat

Corn

Whey

Soy sauce cake

Soybean oil cake

Nutritional Values
Dry Matter (%)

20

91.4

87.4

40 - 60

-

86.7

86.5

-

88.0

88.3

 

Crude Protein (%)

4 (wet), 24 (dry)

61.2

14.0

high

low

14.0

8.8

12.0 (if dry)

24.2

46.1

Digestible 
Energy (Mcal)

-

3.07

3.16

high

high

3.02

3.56

3.46

2.86

3.13

Total Digestible 
Nutrient (%)

-

69.6

71.7

high 

high

68.5

80.7

78.4

64.9

71.0

Figure 1: Nutritional Values and other Considerations 

in using Fermented Feed for Pigs
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The story of a poor old grandma from East Java

An old woman was caught stealing cassava from a certain company’s cassava plantation. 
The company reported it to the police and eventually went to court.

in the courtroom, the judge marzuki sat stunned as he listened to the prosecution. this 

old grandma argued that she was very poor, her son was seriously ill, and her grandchildren 
were starving. But the manager of the company was fixed on his demands, in order to set an 
example for the surrounding community.

the judge sighed and seemed very concerned. then he laid out the prosecution. he 

said, “I feel so sorry, but I can’t make a legal exception. The law remains the law; you have 
to be punished. The court fines you with 1,000,000 rupiahs, and if you can’t pay you will be 
sentenced to prison for two and a half years.”

The old grandma bowed and cried, sluggishly. Her heart was disappointed. Then the 
judge took off his judge hat and opened his wallet. He took 1,000,000 rupiahs of money and 
put it into the hat. Then, with his strong voice, he said, “I, on behalf of the court also fine each 
person who is present in this courtroom right now with 50,000 rupiahs because you live in 
this town and let an old woman and her family become so hungry she had to steal to feed her 
grandchildren.”

At once the decision was made, and before the judge left the courtroom, 3,500,000 ru-

piahs of money had been collected. the manager of the cassava company also paid 50,000 

rupiahs, in his embarrassment that he complained to the court.

The Right to Food or the Right to 
Healthy Food

Presentation given at the Asian Life-Giving Agriculture Forum (LGAF) IV, held in 

Chiangmai, Thailand from November 28 to December 2, 2016. The theme was 

“Eco-Justice Towards Sustainable Development and Food Security in Asia.“

Samuel Sihombing
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Theft is a crime and should be punished, but letting the poor starve and leaving poor fami-
lies unable to feed their children is also a crime—that the people and the state commit.

It cannot be denied that food is the most vital thing in our daily life. Before man was 
created, god had already provided for human needs. god nurtured and cared for nature, to 

continuously provide food for human beings. unfortunately, human beings fell into greed 

and have created injustice in the world.
food is a basic need of humans and other creatures, but there are still many countries 

that cannot meet the needs of the society. it is a pity that in this advanced age, there are 

so many people who still cannot obtain enough food. But more worrisome is there are still 
many countries that throw food away in vain. When I attended a training in one of the devel-
oped countries, I was shown lots of leftover food waste from various schools. Those schools 
provide meals to their students for the day, while in poor countries people struggle with all 
their power to get food and sustain their lives. They often eat just once a day, and some don’t 
even have any food for a whole day.

among the activists in my place, there is a joke that satirizes this condition.

The poor people will always say: “What can we eat today?”

The middle class will always say: “Where will we eat today?”

The greedy and rich people say: ‘“Who will we eat today?”

many people are hungry, not because there is no food, but because there is injustice in all 

respects. Here is a quote from the wise words of Mahatma Gandhi: “Earth provides enough to 

satisfy every man’s need, but not every man’s greed.”

The right to food is the right of all human beings

The right to food has been the concern of all nations in this world. We can see it in the united 
Nations declaration of human rights and the declarations of other international conven-

tions. I will list some of them here:

the Charter of the united Nations, Chapter iX, article 55

With a view to the creation of conditions of stability and well-being which are necessary for 

peaceful and friendly relations among nations based on respect for the principle of equal 

rights and self-determination of peoples, the United nations shall promote:

 a. higher standards of living, full employment, and conditions of economic and social progress 

and development;

 b. solutions of international economic, social, health, and related problems; and international 
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cultural and educational cooperation; and c. universal respect for, and observance of, human 

rights and fundamental freedoms for all without distinction as to race, sex, language, or reli-

gion.1

the universal declaration of human rights, article 25 (1)

Everyone has the right to a standard of living adequate for the health and well-being of himself 

and of his family, including food, clothing, housing and medical care and necessary social ser-

vices, and the right to security in the event of unemployment, sickness, disability, widowhood, 

old age or other lack of livelihood in circumstances beyond his control.2

the 1966 international Covenant on economic, social and Cultural rights, article 11

1. The states Parties to the present covenant recognize the right of everyone to an adequate 

standard of living for himself and his family, including adequate food, clothing, and housing, 

and to the continuous improvement of living conditions. The states Parties will take appropri-

ate steps to ensure the realization of this right, recognizing to this effect the essential impor-

tance of international co-operation based on free consent.

 2. The states Parties to the present covenant, recognizing the fundamental right of everyone 

to be free from hunger, shall take, individually and through international co-operation, the 

measures, including specific programs, which are needed:
(a) To improve methods of production, conservation, and distribution of food by making full 

use of technical and scientific knowledge, by disseminating knowledge of the principles of nu-

trition and by developing or reforming agrarian systems in such a way as to achieve the most 

efficient development and utilization of natural resources;...3

the 1974 World food Conference general assembly’s universal declaration on the eradica-

tion of hunger and malnutrition 

(1) Every man, woman, and child has the inalienable right to be free from hunger and malnutri-

tion in order to develop fully and maintain their physical and mental faculties...4

the 1992 international Conference on Nutrition’s World declaration on Nutrition

hunger and malnutrition are unacceptable in a world that has both the knowledge and the 

resources to end this human catastrophe. We recognize that globally there is enough food for 

all. [...] [W]e pledge to act in solidarity to ensure that freedom from hunger becomes a reality.5

the World food security Compact of 1985 declared that, 

the hungry cannot wait.6
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All the members of the uN have started to make their own laws as well. Let’s take Indonesia 
as an example. The Indonesian government made the Food Law no.7 in 1996. The legislation 
acknowledged that food is a basic need of human beings and that it has to fulfill human 
rights. in article 2 it stated that the development of food should provide fair and equitable 

benefit. And as a uN member, Indonesia is bound to all international declarations and con-

ventions mentioned prior.

The description above shows that poverty, hunger and the right to food are not new top-

ics. they have long been under discussion among uN members. i also believe that churches, 

the civil society, and non-government organization have been actively involved in these is-

sues. I remember that when a natural disaster occurred in Indonesia, many churches and 
other religions and institutions, came to support and bring food to the victims. 

For more information about the right to food, we can read the information from the FAo 
of the united Nations of 2006, “the right to food in practice. implementation at the national 

level.”7 The FAo talks much about what we can do for the right to food in each of our nations. 
What is the important point then, with so many declarations and articles? They can be 

implemented if the governments of each uN member committed. 

The right to food or the right to get healthy food?

as i already mentioned above, the right to food has been discussed for a long time. there-

fore, I will not talk more about it. My concern is: “Can we now move from the right to food 
to the next step, the right to get healthy food?” As I mentioned in the first paragraph, still 
millions of people live in poverty, hunger, and malnutrition. 

Let’s start this discussion with a clear mind. In an emergency situation, everybody must 
get food. That is the most basic right. Any food will do. I still clearly remember when I helped 
tsunami victims in Banda Aceh (Indonesia); many agencies provided food for the victims. 
The victims had the right to receive food, and we provided it. In any emergency or disaster 
situation, people need to help each other.

But when there is no emergency or disaster, do you think that we are safe? In my mind, 
we are still in a dangerous situation, perhaps even more than during a natural disaster. 
think deeply: What do we actually eat? Is our food healthy?

one of my big concerns is about our recent food. most of our food in indonesia has 

been affected by chemical fertilizer and pesticides. Multinational companies always feed 
our farms with chemicals. They have strong power to influence the government, and even 
many local and national institutions, so that farmers switch their traditional agriculture 
(without the use of artificial chemicals) to conventional agriculture: From natural agricul-
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ture, that works organically and in harmony with nature, to the use of artificial chemicals 
and gmo use. Companies conducted training for farmers just to motivate them to use their 

products. then those farmers became dependent on their products and changed from local 

seeds to GMos. every day, the companies have a new product, and of course, there also is 
always a new disease. I suspect that perhaps they always create new diseases...

Seeing this situation, I think that governments have to create new policies to protect 
their societies from unhealthy foods. but is it possible? i doubt the possibility because most 

of the governments think only about economic development: about money, income, and to 

become a developed country.

for me, the right to healthy food is not only about the stomach but also about justice, 

peace and the integrity of creation. That means churches also have the responsibility to work 
together against companies that destroy our nature, our environment, and our life, not only 

to fight with the people in rural areas but to give them solutions as well, especially to farmers 
who produce our daily food.

Education for both sides

everyone has the right to get healthy food without pesticides and artificial fertilizer. It 
should be utterly free from poison. unfortunately, as we know, many countries have been 
occupied by multinational companies and “force” people to use pesticides. farmers do not 

have a chance to choose. the companies’ primary reason is presumably just economic, and 

they use the weakness of communities, such as their lack of food and lack of access to food. 
Churches must preach against companies who destroy nature through pesticide and GMos.

There are two directions that churches should take. First, to educate producers (this 
can be church members in the villages), and second, to inform consumers in the towns (who 
can be church members, too). As a pastor in my church, I feel that we focus on the producers 
(farmers in the rural villages), but we still don’t educate the customers enough. Conducting 
education for both sides will strengthen the network between rural areas and the city.

Digging deeply into local wisdom

We, at the producer level (farmers), need to delve into cultural values, customs, and tradi-

tions, especially the local wisdom. I am sure that every tribe in every nation has its own way 
to solve social and economic problems. What we can do is dig up the each tribe’s local wis-

dom and local knowledge.
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in our batak tribe, for instance, there is a saying: “Sinur na pinahan gabe na niula”—

”Successfully breed cattle/livestock, harvest lots of crops.” Livestock becomes the backbone 
of healthy agriculture.

Based on this philosophy, soon after the Sumatra-Korea Life-Giving Agriculture Forum 
in 2012, the 2013 Korean LGAF realized that to reduce the use of chemical pesticides and 
fertilizer, smallholder farmers had to be supported with livestock. The LGAF together with 
the PodA cooperative and HKBP looked at what kind of livestock people used to take care of 
in the rural area, especially in sumatra. We found that pigs are important animals for batak 

people. Without pigs, it would be difficult for them to conduct some cultural ceremonies. 
Smallholder farmers, however, who are impoverished would have problems accessing live-

stock because they do not have the capital to start this business. so the korean lgaf began 

to a project named “Pig bank” there, that supported 25 poor families. the impact of this 

project was that some farmers have succeeded to work more in harmony with the natural 
system, and two families have even succeeded to develop their organic farm.

The idea to start this project was also based on the culture of the people there. The Ko-

rean LGAF supported only two piglets to each family’s mother sows. every family whose 
mother sows had babies had then to share two piglets with another family and their mother 
pigs. The family who received these piglets had to share twice with other village members. 
smallholder families have been helped by this project economically. as for agriculture, they 

do not need to buy manure from the town anymore. Farmers who did not take care of their 
livestock still purchase chicken manure or cattle manure from the city.

in our culture, this kind of project has been implemented among the village members 

before. In former times, poor families were supported by sanghaem, a kind of profit sharing 
system between livestock owners and the person who takes care of it. For instance, a person 
who wants to take care of one family’s buffalo would already have the right to receive a part 
of the buffalo’s body (leg). If the buffalo has a baby, the caretaker would again have a part of 
the buffalo until he/she would have the entire buffalo.

Pig banks or profit sharing (sakkae), in my opinion, really helped the smallholder farm-

ers. We did not need to support them all the time, but just give them an initial chance to 

develop their livestock business. Pigs bank have restored our wisdom “sinur na pinahan, gabe 

na niula.”

I hope this project can be implemented in other places so that we do not need to speak 
loudly to ask people to implement organic farming but through actions, or like ARI always 
says “learning by doing, learning by action.” This is our way to resist against transnational 
companies who promote many new varieties and chemicals: using the local products, like 
the Hansalim cooperative in Korea. I hope someday our cooperative will follow Hansalim to 
promote organic food all over indonesia, or at least in North sumatra.
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Another old local wisdom to protect people from hunger is lumbung desa, which in Batak 
means “village rice barn.” In former times, a village rice barn was a building in the village 
serving as rice repository of the village members. the lumbung became the food reserve facil-

ity or food security for all residents. When disaster struck, the community could take rice 

for everybody’s need. everybody had the right to food. everybody had the right to take from 

the lumbung desa because they had already saved their own grain every time they harvested. 
No one starved.

So that is the reason why in some villages lumbung desa meant more than just a physical 

building to store grain or other materials. in some cultures, lumbung had a social significance 
that is quite thick, even sacred, and it could only be entered through certain agreements.

Nowadays, lumbung desa as a central food reserve—especially in the rural area—is in-

creasingly hard to find. The local wisdom of food management has indeed already been 
eroded by the changing life demands. the community prefers practical things and instant 

food. access to the rural economy has become quite advanced so that rural credit in the form 

of money or immaterial assets is easily obtainable.

In its development, the “village rice barn” has changed from grains/rice/material into 
immaterial assets. its meaning of “rice storage system” has developed into “saving and lend-

ing.” This model is now known as a Credit union groups. Credit unions became a new sys-

tem to help each other in the villages. it is more practical and the community can use the 

money for their own purpose.
the government’s decision to take over the function of the lumbung desa by establish-

ing the Bulog (a logistic government body) which acts as a national lumbung or national 
warehouse of rice increasingly discouraged the role of the traditional barn/lumbung as an 

embodiment of farmers’ independence. This is one of the reasons why lumbung does not 

work well recently.

Our responsibility

environmental damage and farmers turning to conventional farming which is highly de-

pendent on artificial chemicals, is our common responsibility. our faith is not determined 
by how long and how hard we pray, or how big we build the church or how many church 
members we have but, in my understanding, what we can do for other people, for nature, 
and for creation.  

I still remember that in my village, when a family wanted to build a house, the whole 
community would do it together. everybody would participate. Similarly, they work togeth-

er to cultivate land or harvest. We used to call it marsiurupan and marsiadapari, which means 
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“helping each other” and “working on each other’s land without pay to help one another.” 
The villagers arrange their own system with whom they help first and then help at another 
farm the next day. This system is the local wisdom of the community to solve their problem.

We cannot live alone in this world, but need to practice gotong royong: giving time to 

work hand in hand, time to support each other, and time to share. The right to food and the 
right to healthy food are our common struggles, but when we do it together, we can reduce 
poverty, feed the hungry and provide healthy food. 

one of my friends, a Korean Pastor, said to me, “A dream which is dreamed alone is just 
a dream. A dream which is dreamed together will come true.”  

And the Asian Rural Institute in Japan says: “Let’s work hand in hand so that we may 
live together.”

Short closing word

someday... if god comes to earth and asks you, “What did you do to the old woman who 
couldn’t feed her grandchildren?” I hope you won’t say: “I brought her to court because she 
stole my cassava. She violated your law ‘thou shalt not steal,’ o God.” or if God asks you, 
“What have you prepared for me today?” I hope we won’t say, “There is a fast food store in 
front of you, o lord.”
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The Anxiety and Suffering of Victims

When the Great east Japan earthquake occurred, I was a graduate student living abroad 
in Berkeley, California. Although the experiences that Japanese expatriates’ had with the 
earthquake are not comparable to those of citizens at home, those of us in the u.S. were 
nonetheless devastated by the tragedy. We watched the live broadcast of the tsunami and 
the ensuing explosions at the nuclear power plant. A student from Sendai, in the Tôhoku 
region, could not communicate with her family for nearly two weeks; she spent her time in 
worry and tears. Within three days, the university of California, Berkeley (which is located 
at the West Coast of the united States) brought experts in the fields of disaster, nuclear 
power and Japanese Studies to the campus and put their risk evaluations of the earthquake 
on its website. The university forbade students and faculty to go to “dangerous” Japan.

My first trip to the northern Kantô (central Japan) and Tôhoku (northeast Japan) re-

gions after the disaster was in July 2011. My initial was to visit friends and acquaintances at 
the asian rural institute in tochigi, though i soon learned that most of the participants and 

staff had evacuated to the Theological Seminary for Rural Mission in Tokyo. Amid broken 
buildings, they fought to find a way to survive, seeking how to protect their farm from radio-

active contamination. they had to think about the possibility of rebuilding ari, even though 

the present and future were unclear.
Chance encounters can be amazing. during my visit to ari, dr. hisako sakiyama, a 

professional radiologist, gave a lecture about how to protect ourselves from radiation. Be-

Fukushima encounters Minamata
Finding hope together in the face of tragedy 

through a restorative exchange program

Akiko Ishihara
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cause I had only returned to Japan for a short time, I didn’t want to miss the opportunity to 
hear and learn more from her. The next morning after her lecture, I followed dr. Sakiyama 
to the nearest station in Nishinasuno to continue speaking with her. In the end, the flow of 
our conversation carried us all the way to her next stop in Kôriyama (Fukushima Prefecture) 
and continued for the remainder of the day.

in kôriyama, dr. sakiyama led a session for a local elementary school’s Pta in the morn-

ing. People asked a lot of questions: “Can we dry our clothes outside?” “What food is oK to 
eat?” “Is the water safe enough to drink?” “How about the health of our children?” Parents 
did not have reliable information and their anxiety was palpable. 

In the afternoon, dr. Sakiyama and I joined a small group meeting of mothers living 
in Kôriyama. They shared their worries and feelings. Some of the troubles they revealed 
genuinely shocked me: “I want to discuss and consult with my husband about my worry 
over radiation, but he gets angry if I talk about radiation. So, without discussion, I secretly 
bought a radiation dosimeter for 100,000 yen which I had saved in secret.” “If I want to pri-
oritize my children’s future, we should evacuate from this place, but my husband opposes 
my idea. he said he cannot even think about it because our house, the family grave, and 

work are all here. our thoughts are getting farther apart and I am thinking about divorce.” 
“My father-in-law keeps providing us with the vegetables that he grows on his farm. But I 
do not want my children to eat them. I am struggling to find a way to throw out the vegeta-

bles secretly.” “There is a gap between those who evacuated and those who do not evacuate. 
they talk about each other as the betrayer and the betrayed. my best friend stopped talking 

to me after her evacuation.” 
After the session, one of the mothers said to me, “To survive this difficult situation, we 

would like to help each other and we need each other. But what is actually happening is that 
we are falling apart.”

We Should Not Repeat the Suffering of Minamata

Before my visit to Fukushima, I had thought that the area’s problems were limited to ra-

diation risks posed by the nuclear power plant disaster. I didn’t imagine that any issues 
related to conflict resolution or conflict transformation (my personal area of expertise) ex-

isted there. When i heard a victim say that “human relationships are divided,” i immediately 

thought that Fukushima would follow the experience of Minamata. 
minamata (a city in kumamoto Prefecture) is the home of minamata disease, a strain of 

sickness caused by methylmercury in the industrial wastewater from Chisso Corporation’s 
chemical factory. discovered in 1956, it was significant not only in its impact on the physical 
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health of residents but also in the division and discrimination it spawned both within the 
community and in the hearts of their fellow Japanese citizens. I visited Minamata for the 
first time when I was an undergraduate student and lived there for one year before I left 
to the u.s. for study. i learned directly from the people of minamata that they put their last 

hope in a prayer that their tragedy should never be repeated. It was this prayer that kindled 
my passion for the people of Fukushima, as well as a determination to protect them from the 
suffering that Minamata communities had experienced.

Guided by this passion, I continued interviews with Fukushima residents and support-

ed activities using Skype and other information technologies after I had gone back to the 
u.s. for my graduate study. 

In May of 2012, I finished my studies and returned to Japan. I started to visit Fukushima 
at least once every month from Kumamoto, where I work, in order to have deeper interviews 
and do more support activities with the Fukushima residents. I discovered a number of con-

flicts between the victims. In Iwaki City, for example, frictions arose around a disparity in 
how residents were compensated: People who had evacuated from Futaba County, where 
the Fukushima daiichi Nuclear Power Plant is located, were compensated at a much higher 
rate than victims originally living in Iwaki City. In another area, I witnessed serious interest 
conflicts between farmers and mothers. Farmers need to sell their products to make their 
living, while mothers don’t want to give their kids the local food which they worry might be 
contaminated with radioactive materials. The conflicts aroused suspicion, and farmers and 
mothers accused each other, saying: “my enemy is right in front of me.” 

There was a case where a child, who had evacuated from Fukushima to another part 
of Japan, was bullied by other children in their new place of residence. The children said to 
the child from Fukushima, “You are dirty because of radiation.” Then, after the same child 
returned to Fukushima, its classmates would say, “You betrayed Fukushima and escaped. 
Why did you come back again?” 

I also often heard people complain, “If I wear a surgical mask or start any preventive ac-

tion to protect myself from radiation, i am afraid that other people accuse me because they 

may think that I am betrayer who thinks Fukushima is contaminated and thus a dangerous 
place.” I also heard that people secretly bought vegetables from far-off places like Kyûshû so 
that their neighbors would not know they weren’t eating the local produce.

The conflicts I encountered in Fukushima were typical cases of a “traumatized society”—
a society where everyone has suffered hurt from a large disaster or civil war.

 I felt that conflict resolution and peacebuilding could help traumatized victims. Some 
of my friends (who are professional dialogue facilitators) began supporting dialogues for 
transforming divided communities in several affected areas. I also began a small Conflict 
Transformation class in Iwaki City. 

a k i k o  i s h i h a R a
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What can I do from Kumamoto?

In the spring of 2013, one year after I started my monthly commute to Fukushima from my 
residence in Kumamoto, I was able to receive a grant for my work from my university and 
the Toyota Foundation. I considered what the real needs of people in Fukushima were and 
what meaningful support I could offer from far-off Kumamoto. So I asked a Fukushima 
resident, “What should I do for people here?” Honestly speaking, I imagined she would tell 
me there was some need for dialogue facilitation (dialogue support), using the skill of con-

flict transformation. But her answer was different: “Please do not ever think that you would 
come to fukushima to do dialogue facilitation. do not do something incomplete and just 

throw the community into confusion. Instead, please do something which only someone in 
kumamoto could do.” 

I thought long and hard about that question: What was it that only I, as a resident of 
Kumamoto, could do? At that time, I invited students and teachers who were members of a 
broadcasting club from sôma high school in fukushima to three cities in kyûshû—mina-

mata, Nagasaki, and Kumamoto—to share their film and radio programs. I implemented 
the project jointly with many Kumamoto citizens groups. during their visit to Kyûshû, I 
guided two of the high school students and their advisor to Minamata. I was impressed to 
see a deep spiritual connection emerging between the Fukushima students and Minamata 
residents, and it occurred to me that this might be the “something” which only Kumamoto 
could do for Fukushima. using the theory of Conflict Transformation, I began coordinating 
a tour that connected youth and young adults from Fukushima with Minamata communi-
ties, applying restorative justice and peacebuilding theories.

An Unforgettable Incident

For this 3-4 days tour, I invited young leaders from different places in Fukushima Prefecture 
(Iwaki, Fukushima City, Kôriyama, Iitate, Minami-Sôma, Sôma, and Futaba) to Minamata 
City. Most of the participants were individuals who continued to stay in Fukushima after the 
disaster, though there were a few evacuees in attendance who lived outside the prefecture. 
At the tour’s outset, we visited several places in Minamata with a guide to learn about the 
history and its structural violence of Minamata disease and what the community experi-
enced during the environmental pollution. This was followed by visits to two different mu-

seums dedicated to Minamata disease. one of them was a public institution while the other 
was founded by a private citizens’ movement organization (“Sôshisha”). Information gar-

nered from these institutions was supplemented by testimony from a victim of the disease 
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who provided a first-hand account of life in Minamata before, during, and after the crisis.
For the young adults who were living in Fukushima at the time, this testimony resonat-

ed deeply with memories of their own lives and community. The atmosphere was tense, but 
at the same time, it was full of warm kindness from the Minamata people. From beginning 
to end, neither the storyteller nor members of the audience could keep from crying. one of 

the participants said:

We have been unable to share openly about the nuclear power plant issue and radiation with 

anyone. We simply closed our mouths. i was anxious and impatient, but i heard that there were 

people in minamata who could not speak out about minamata disease for forty years. i recog-

nized that i do not need to be impatient, even though i could not talk for several years. We still 

have our future. i felt relieved.

Mr. Masami ogata, who gave the testimony about Minamata disease, fought for a certifi-

cate of official acknowledgment for ten years. At the end of a long, silent struggle of the soul 
he can finally say, “It is important to live truthfully. I’ve now begun making steps toward for-

giveness.” After listening to his words, one participant said, “Forgiveness… It is still difficult 
to choose forgiveness since I am full of anger and sadness, but I was shown that forgiveness 
is an important choice. This encounter cannot be expressed in words.” Mr. ogata replied, 
“even for me, I was angry for a long time before I was able to forgive. Forgiveness is an ac-

tion reserved only for those who have fully experienced suffering and anger.”
another unforgettable memory i have of the tour took place during a visit to the home 

of mr. hajime sugimoto, another storyteller. he shared his experiences and the sense of 

loss he felt when he lost his grandfather, whom he had a very close bond with, to Fulminant 
Minamata disease. Mr. Sugimoto also shared how anxious and lonely he was when both of 
his parents were hospitalized due to Minamata disease, leaving him the sole caretaker for 
his little brothers. despite the fact that his grandfather and parents supposedly loved him 

with all of their hearts, their health and family stability were deteriorating by the day. As a 
small boy, Mr. Sugimoto was already overwhelmed by fear. 

mr. sugimoto hated the disease-raddled life he, his family, and his community had to 

suffer through. Seeing no other option, he decided to escape from Minamata while he was 
still young. We were listening to his testimony with heartrending feelings when suddenly 
Mr. Sugimoto broke down in tears, saying: “I’m sorry to the people in Fukushima. I think the 
accident of the nuclear power plant might not have occurred if I had faced the Minamata is-

sue more seriously and did not run away from the reality at that time. I’m terribly sorry.” He 
apologized and cried. all the fukushima youth, and i as coordinator, cried together. 

This feeling is very difficult to explain in words. If we think in a purely logical way, 
we might wonder why one victim is apologizing to another, or how someone could think 
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that the choice of just one minamata disease patient (or a member of their family) could 

have stopped the Fukushima nuclear disaster. Instead of thinking in such a logical way, our 
souls were touched deeply by this voice expressing “sorry.” It was at that moment at which 
that voice surely saved “something” in us. After the tour’s conclusion, participants excitedly 
shared, “We never imagined that there is anybody who can cry for us, who can regard this 
nuclear power plant accident as his own problem.” one participant said, “This was my first 
experience to see that there is a person who is crying with us, suffering with us from the 
same place where we are now.”

Not a few of the participants from Fukushima said: 
When I say I am from Fukushima, many people offer empty condolences and say something 
like, ‘That must have been tough,’ or, ‘hang it there.’ but in minamata, we feel an understand-

ing. Their ‘Let us try our best together’ rings true. The situation concerning fukushima is very 

complicated, so we feel it is almost impossible to explain our feelings to people in other areas. 

in minamata, though, we do not need to explain those complicated things. People can under-

stand our feelings. We can be relieved.

When “Past” and “Future” collide

After the observation trips and testimony, the tour group takes time to have fellowship with 
their peers from Minamata. The mood is always convivial. There is nice food and the young 
adults from fukushima and minamata become good friends immediately. in this jovial 

atmosphere, an amazing reaction often occurs where “future” and “past” collide. After all, 
the Fukushima participants are part of the first generation to experience the nuclear power 
plant disaster, while the young adults of Minamata are the second or third generation to feel 
the impact of minamata disease.

It is a common worry among Fukushima’s youth that they cannot imagine their future 
and that there might not even be a future for their town. But here in Minamata, they could 
meet a “future” generation of a town where people have experienced similar suffering. Af-

ter forty years of suffering, Minamata was revitalized and reborn as an environmentally 
friendly, generous, and merciful community. The encounter also has significance for the 
youth from Minamata, where trauma has not completely healed, as it allows them to talk to 
their “past” through the eyes of new friends.

important leaders of minamata disease victims declared and practiced “forgiveness.” 

Some have even invited perpetrators or people who were opposed to their pursuit of justice 
to share a meal. They have created a rich culture of forgiveness and justice where both vic-

tims and offenders can face each other on an equal footing. But in this case, “forgiveness” 
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does not mean forgetting the past. Forgiveness is an action coupled with sincere prayer as 
the last hope, along with a determination that says, “I can forgive you, and I can accept you 
as a human being and as a neighbor. Now let us walk toward a future where a tragedy like 
this will never happen again.”  

It would have been better if this encounter of two cities with a similar tragic experience 
did not need to occur. However, the nuclear accident did happen. Social injustice has not 
ended yet. 

Fellowship among the young adults of Minamata and Fukushima developed so vigor-

ously that it did not need my further involvement after the tour I had coordinated, and it 
is still ongoing to this day. it might have been better if this encounter had never needed to 

happen in the first place. But in Minamata, there are indeed young people who are fixing 
their eyes on the future exactly because of the past, and despite being separated by physical 

distance they live and walk together with their peers from Fukushima.

I would like to express my special thanks to Yukiko Ôyanagi and other ARI staff for their help translating the 
Japanese original version of this text.
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On the Future of Rural Communities

Learning new things from the past
throughout its history, humankind experienced days of prosperity and decay, at the bot-

tom of which lie circumstances that rural regions and agriculture itself had to face. Also, 
the flames of war have never ceased from our planet earth. The core reason behind these 
was a scramble for foodstuffs or, in other words, land. Today, this scramble drags on in the 
form of trade conflict. Money has become its tool, farmers its target, and governments that 
represent financial circles control it, wielding the sword of rationalization and efficiency 
against farmers. Farmers and fishers who find this situation unbearable have begun to leave 
their work. Take Akita Prefecture where I live, for instance: A total of 147 villages and com-

munities have vanished in the last 3 to 4 years. even places that seem to appear intact are 
at the edge of a survival cliff, with more and more houses left unoccupied. The wildlife such 
as bears, boars, and different breeds of deer take over the scene. Cases of human injuries 
inflicted by bears and boars are on the rise. (By the way, Akita Prefecture, where rural flight 
accelerates due to long-lasting difficulties in the farming business, tops the list of captured 
and killed bears with 819 heads in 2017.) on the other hand, the fact that, not ‘boat people’ 
as such but, ‘fishing boat people’ [ from North Korea ] drift ashore on the coast of the Japan 
Sea here and there is simply because of the drastic decrease of Japanese fishermen in the af-

fected areas. The primeval man began to fish and then farm in the course of evolution into 
more advanced men and women. The process of disappearance, if not extinction, of human 

No Living apart from the Soil

Translation: Toshiaki Kusunoki
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beings, seems to take place in that order, thus posing a final threat to the future of the hu-

man race. That is why during the edo Period, several centuries ago, so goes my inference, 
the shogunate tried to decentralize the populace over barren urban areas through its own 
feudal land management, as well as setting the priority of classes through the shi-nô-kô-shô 

system, i.e., ‘warriors - farmers - artisans - tradesmen.’

Earth, the Mother of Life
The birth of the solar system goes back to the big bang which took place 15 billion years ago in 
the infinite universe. earth then took its form 4.6 billion years ago with the energy of the sun, 
and life was born 3.8 billion years ago. It is only on this planet earth that any life exists in the 
whole solar system. Supported by the sun, air, water, and others, plants and animals began to 
appear on its surface about 400 million years ago, which in turn produced organic soil on the 
land. The main characters in this drama are microorganisms and earthworms. Components 
of the environment were air (=gas), water (=liquid) and soil (=solid). Interestingly enough, 
water has the characteristic to change freely into vapor (=gas) or ice (=solid). At earth’s birth 
stage there was no soil as such, but only lava, rocks, and gravel. Primitive microorganisms, 
as well as primitive plants and animals, are believed to have originated from seawater, and 
propagated thereafter. Around 300 to 400 million years ago earthworms came into being 
and helped various plants to sustain their life. This is when so-called organic soil began to 
mature, followed by the appearance of grasses and trees, which later developed to be plains 
and forests where insects and animals came to find their food. This finally contributed to the 
existence of human beings. despite the fact that dinosaurs and a great many species of both 

plants and animals have gone extinct, earthworms are alive to this date. Their vitality and the 
role they have played are quite significant. ‘Soil,’ therefore, is what we call organic soil, that 
enables microorganisms and plants to exist. darwin’s last book, “The Formation of Vegetable 
Mould through the Action of Worms, with observations of their Habits” (1881) is based on 
over 40 years of his continuous observation and experiments. an endlessly interesting book, 

from the very darwin who penned “on the origin of Species.”
Animals cannot survive without plants, and plants without microorganisms. They all 

require air, water and appropriate temperatures for their existence and survival, all of which 
nature controls. Agriculture, therefore, is not fit to egoistic man-made activities such as in-

dustrial manufacturing and is supposed to be a sanctuary free from such.

Soil and the power of Mother Earth
one of the roles that Mother earth plays is found in her provision of wonderful water that 
sustains living beings. Rainwater and thawing snow permeate into the underground, and 
well up again onto the surface after getting purified (cadmium-polluted ground aside). 
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Some springs out along the way with dissolved minerals, thus to give benefits to living be-

ings. The same is true in case of well water. depending on particular spots and areas, water 
may remain underground for several decades, and transforms itself into mineral-rich water 
which is more than valuable.

In the old days, though not too long ago, the soil was able to cleanse rotten materials in 
the ground. Why, and how? It was the workings of underground microorganisms and the 
oxygen in the air. this transformation applied only to naturally produced materials, and 

neither to inorganic matters nor man-made objects.

Human beings began to use Mother earth as soil from the very first page of their his-

tory. this is taught eloquently by holes dug for habitation, mud-made pots and pans and 

tableware, and many other household utensils, as well as ancient Haniwa clay images.

Colors and fragrances of soil
It has been my observation that different places in different countries (not that I’ve been 
everywhere!) have different soil colors. In some places, certain soils seem to have their own 
fragrances on a very delicate level. shape and composition also vary: heavy clay soil, sand 

loam, gravel/silt, etc. A handful of each carries the traces of sweat and the dead bodies of our 
ancestors and elders.

Andosols [ from the Japanese word for “dark soil” ] that originated from volcanic ash 
can be found widely throughout the islands of Japan. It’s truly a wonder why they can nur-

ture such snow-white radishes and flame-red carrots. A variety of Korean chili, grown in 
light reddish yellow soil (rich in iron, perhaps), has a very particular sweet and spicy hot 
taste, which can never be reproduced on Japanese soils no matter the variety. I can only 
marvel at the harmony of soil and nature.

The Pure Land, Impure Land, and dirt-farmers in Japan
Rooted perhaps in religious concepts, Japanese people have used the word ‘soil’ to describe 
society itself. A peaceful society/world is called ‘pure soil’ [ jôdo, ‘the Pure Land’ in Buddhist 
terminology ]. Though the present world is full of tribulations, they believed there was a 
‘pure soil/land’ a trillion soils away in the West where they could desire eternity. An ‘impure 
soil’ [ edo, the ‘Impure Land’ ] comes from the recognition that the present world is made up 
of three spheres (trailokya) and six paths (the six gatis). the three spheres are desire, form, and 

formlessness while the six paths or realms are the hell realm, the hungry ghost (preta) realm, 

the animal realm, the human realm, the demi-god (asura) realm, and the blissful realm. 

It surprised me to find out that another name for ‘feces’ in Japanese was edo, despite my 

thought that we have to be grateful towards the precious soil. I guess it originated in people’s 
perception of muddiness and dirtiness.
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another term that bothers me a lot is do-byakushô, ‘dirt-farmer,’ used with despise 
against those who engage in agricultural works. It is a condescending title for both soil and 
farmers in face of the sheer fact that soil is indispensable for agricultural production. such a 

contemptuous term towards agricultural work which carefully manages soil and nature can 
hardly be tolerated. Again, it may be a remnant that reflects old time farming, a struggle in 
mud and dirt. Nowadays, however, this no longer holds true as so-called industrial agricul-
tural production free from floundering with soil and its “clean produce” (that probably lack 
minerals) have picked up momentum. The lasting survival of plants and animals which have 
to live a natural life in a thoroughly natural manner is not any longer guaranteed an industrial 

environment. even given the miraculous advancement and development of science, human 

hands still cannot perfect one hair or even one leaf. It’s Mother earth’s great power of nature 
that nurtures all life. That’s why farmers observe days of prayers and appreciation for it.

A solid foundation
In whatever we do, there must be a solid base or foundation. It’s a custom in Japan that when 
a house is to be built, a ground-breaking ceremony wishing for long-lasting peace and sta-

bility is performed on the projected site. the topsoil of the construction ground is scraped 

away to a certain depth, and a new batch of soil made from sands or clay soil is tamped down 
firmly, followed by a priest’s prayer for purification. Grasses that grow on the topsoil are 
clear evidence that microorganisms and earthworms are living under it. People feared that 
building a structure on it would mean to take away the lives of those living things. only by 
purification of lifeless soil could people rightfully wish for the good health of those who are 
to dwell there and for the prosperous operation of whatever endeavor is planned therein. 

Critical Issues of Today

Modern people oblivious to instincts and obligations; 
Declining birth rate, aging society, and the population explosion
developed countries, including Japan, have headaches from dealing with declining birth 
rates and aging populations, whereas developing countries face population explosion. It 
must be the other way around, so tells my common sense. The developed world is oversatu-

rated with its advanced scientific knowledge with foodstuffs rich in ideal nutrition values. 
developing countries, on the other hand, have an explosive multitude of children despite 

their general populations suffering from hunger and lack of needed nutrition and calories. 
If you reverse your point of view, however, a species might go extinct if parents are un-

dernourished. So, the Law of Nature seems to ensure a species’ succession by enhancing 
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the fertility rate even under unfavorable circumstances. overeaters may not have to worry 
about a declining birthrate, for the species won’t vanish in a short period of time. In our 
days of youth, we all experienced difficulties in birth control. Natural law, quite understand-

ably, is also at work with fishes. A mother fish carries an innumerable amount of eggs. It is 
reasonable to theorize that a kind of preventative mechanism counters the species’ possible 

extinction under an environment that claims a significant number of fish before they can 
reach maturity.

A new-comer to a lineup of causes of low birth rate in recent years is a marked increase 
of men who opt for not marrying. one cause could be their habit of overeating polluted food 
which should not be taken in in the first place. Men’s sexual appetite nowadays has fallen off 
with the decrease in their sperm number and their slackened sexual desires. 

For sure, there were married couples without children before the war, but then, the 
cause of sterility was quite often found on the women’s side. It was perhaps due to some 
physiological dysfunction of their ovaries, attributable to high fever and/or some other seri-
ous diseases. “Childless, get lost!” was, therefore, the phrase by which women without chil-
dren would be divorced. What we hear today, on the other hand, are problems related to 
dysfunctions on the men’s side. It was the u.S. media that first reported that “the decrease 
of the number of sperm of young men is more notable among those in cities than in rural 

areas.” While in Japan findings of such comparative research are not available at hand, news 
of sperm decrease began to come out in the mass media, too, and external fertilization (ivf) 

is no longer uncommon here. details of the cause of such a drastic drop, however, were left 
unknown. My purely personal inference goes that the problem has something to do, apart 
from what men eat these days, with what they wear as underpants. Sperm temperature is 
rather delicately influenced, if not controlled, by the physiological function of the testicles. 
That is why the human body is formed in such a way of putting them externally in order to 
make them function as a radiator in reverberation to off-body or outside temperature. one 
obvious evidence of this particular function can be found in the fact that the testicles try to 

keep themselves at a suitable temperature depending on the season by their elasticity. in old 

days, loincloths used to help guarantee this functional adjustment naturally. modern briefs, 

however, are worn tightly onto the body, thus, resulting to subtly affect the most desirable 
temperature that sperms require. 

in the business of livestock raising, propagation is the top priority concern. giving feeds 

high in nutrition is known to impede the improvement of fertilization rates. over-feeding, 
so to speak, is an absolute no-no. We should never take the declining birth rate lightly. We 

owe a debt, obligation- and responsibility-wise, to repay our descendants for what we have 
received from our parents and ancestors. 
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The rampage of malignant diseases

The medical world and pharmaceutical industry these days are in an uproar trying to identi-
fy viable treatment against and to develop effective drugs for various lifestyle-related diseas-
es. Cancers, brain dysfunctions, heart diseases, diabetes, dementia and all other intractable 
diseases are generically labeled as such, but professionals try to exert their energy solely on 
the question of treatment, not inquiring what causes them or showing what sort of a life-
style, then, might be appropriate for prevention. These should be categorized as ‘food-genic 
diseases,’ whereby ‘what to eat and how’ should be questioned, leading us to closely examine 
the soil that nurtured the produce, and the kind of farming, processing and cooking meth-
ods involved.

What is a problem in regard to what?

Post-war, the manifestation of malignant, intractable diseases related to lifestyle habits 
came to the public’s attention. It is true that different localities in our country suffered en-
demics of various kinds even before. However, this was never on any comparable scale and 
scope relative to what we talk about here. In those days ‘grown locally, consumed locally’ 
used to be the basic dietary practice. in order to overcome the shortage of rice, the main sta-
ple, right after the war, however, a school lunch program was officially introduced nation-
wide—the advent of a bizarre dietary habit. Traditional Japanese-style meals came under 
attack by the dietetics experts on its alleged deficiencies: “eat more meats and use cooking 
oils to cover the lack of protein and linoleic acid. Also, cut down on salt consumption,” etc. 
Modernization of agriculture led to a diversion of war tools and materials to agricultural 
purposes, for instance, tanks to tractors, bombs to fertilizer items and deadly chemical sub-
stances to pesticides and herbicides. odious A- and H-bomb technologies are now used for 
power generation under the cloak of “peaceful utilization of nuclear technology.” They utter 
“peace” when the reality is massive pollution and a war on the health of all ‘peacefully’ living 
things as witnessed in Chernobyl and Fukushima. This war poses the most serious problem 
that may continue for eternity. 

dietary life patterns, the foundation of our living and existence, have also shifted from 
appreciating home-cooked meals to eating out and turning to ready-made, processed items, 
or the products to serve businesses’ pursuit for profit—in short, more intake of additives. 
this lifestyle change has culminated even in changing our traditionally held concept of 
‘main dish along with side dish,’ with the latter taking over the former. The original role 
of the main dish was to provide the calories that the body requires as its fuel. The side dish 
was like a lubricant. The reversal is causing metabolic syndrome now. When physically ex-
hausted, say, after hard work, our body adjusts the amount of ‘fuel calorie’ by longing for a 
second bowl of rice, the main dish. Putting the cart before the horse in this business should 
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be absolutely avoided. Statistics show the harmful results of it. The decline of rice consump-
tion of the average Japanese is reflected in an increase of cancer deaths. The downward 
curve of rice consumption comes to cross the upward curve of mortality rate. It used to be 
110 kg/year/person, but in the 80’s it went down to 78 kg. A report states that it is 50 kg today, 
resulting in one out of two dying of cancer, ranking at the top of the list of death causes. 

Japanese cuisine—washoku—thrives worldwide but it would make no sense unless it is 
served with a proper distinction of main and side dishes on one tray. Serving washoku sepa-
rately, one after another, as done in a Western serving style, is destined to end up in failure.       

An examination of the causes of cancers and other serious diseases leads us to find that 
certain substances are manufactured that nature can neither digest nor purify, and are dis-
turbing the order of nature. at the moment it is said 70,000 kinds of such substances are 
apprehended, and the number is growing. The main items among them are:

(1) Metallic and (2) synthetic substances: Both are non-water-soluble. organic mercury 
is a representative one of the former group as we know from the incident of so-called 
Minamata disease, one of the earliest pollution cases identified in Japan. Synthetic sub-
stances are harmful not only to the human body but to plants and animals. it has come 
to the point of finding plastic pieces from inside fish bodies. Substances categorized 
into these two groups remain and accumulate when once taken in. In that way, their 
harmfulness is intensified further and continues to exist for an extended period of time.
(3) Hormone substances that include environmental hormones: They affect the physiol-
ogy of animals, as seen in the example of a female crocodile growing a penis. 
(4) antibiotics: though once praised as magic medicines, they can trigger serious harms  
depending on the combination of certain antigens and antibodies.
(5) radioactive materials
(6) electromagnetic waves
(7) Nitrate and phosphate: these can disturb nutrients.
(8) genetically engineered food items

All these substances above get to contaminate air, water, and soil and are condensed in the 
human body. This is how various intractable, strange diseases occur, also creating some al-
lergic disorders. 

Foodstuffs in the market these days are generally over-processed one way or another and 
lose important minerals in the course of processing. thus more chances are out there of 
putting defective food items on the shelves. Also, preservatives are widely applied. After the 
earthquake and tsunami disaster in South east Asia had claimed many people’s lives, it was 
said that the dead bodies of native local people decayed but not those of the white foreigners. 
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I have to think the latter might have been soaked with preservatives during their lifetimes. I 
hear that in the u.s., the dead are normally buried in the ground but that people are troubled 
nowadays because the bodies do not easily decompose. And if and when cremated instead, 
the bodies leave the deadly ash of poisonous dioxin behind. 

it is nearly impossible to harmlessly treat the human body, plants and animals, soil, 
water, and air once polluted by such substances mentioned. There is no dump yard large 
enough on the earth for the amount of those dangerous products. Crying over spilled milk! 
In the old days, we used to have antidotes. Their sole mission was to oxidize alkaline materi-
als and alkalize acidic ones, i.e. a simple neutralization function at that.

The Lessons of Hippocrates

Hippocrates was a doctor of ancient Greece about 2,500 years ago and is called the Father 
of medicine. he boldly pronounced, “food may make you sick, but it’s food that cures that 
sickness, too” and “A disease that can’t be cured by food can’t be cured by medicine; food 
can become a medicine, but not vice-versa.” sick people today seem to be so dependent on 
medication that some would not bother to carry a ‘drug pouch’ wherever they go. I wonder 
what Hippocrates would say to that. Anyway, what he announces is true. I know it from 
my own experience in treating livestock. The reverse side of what he had to say amounts 
to the understanding that agriculture is a medicine manufacturing activity and not a food 
producing industry. given that, then, if soil, the kernel of all agricultural undertakings, is 
contaminated, we are to be blamed for committing a grave sin. one example of proof rela-
tive to food being medicine can be seen in the case of an american medical doctor by the 
name of dr. Sattilaro, who completely cured his cancer in 1981 by changing his food habit. 
Cancer had developed all over his body to the point of it being declared the end of his life. 
There are cancer patients in Japan who do not recover even though being administered with 
anticancer drugs costing several tens of thousand yen a piece. and yet, there do exist others 
who enjoy a recovery by adopting dietary treatment. I only wonder, then, what would be the 
true value of what we eat. 

Organic Agriculture and the Self-Sufficiency Movement

Agriculture is a synthetic and comprehensive energy generation industry; 

From labor to vocation
Chemical materials gained such popularity in post-war agricultural production efforts that 
farmers for a time were in the thrall of their powerful outcomes. My personal experience at-
tests, however, that organic farming based on a mixed farming method produced far better 
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results than such modern farming with chemicals. In case of rice cropping in paddies, mod-
ern farming methods yielded an average of 536 kg/10 are [ =about one-fourth of an acre ], the 
highest being 643 kg. Whereas by organic methods, the average yield was 607 kg, the highest 
being 720 kg. moreover, the yield kept quite constant even in the years of unfavorable con-
ditions such as damagingly cold temperature, strong wind and salt hazard. My vegetable 
garden for home consumption went well with only compost from livestock dung and their 
urine as additional fertilizer. tasting the produce from the garden, some friends of mine 
suspected i had applied some magic medicine.

Currently, paddy rice growing regions face a troublesome development. The spread of 
uncultivated paddies leads to abandoned farm roads, irrigation ponds and waterways, and 
their dysfunction. rural villages thus collapse. the number of households in rural communi-
ties in this country used to remain constant throughout their history, showing neither sig-
nificant increase nor decrease. Without that number, I suppose, it wouldn’t have been pos-
sible to continue up-keeping the local natural environment including traditional okuyama 
and satoyama landscapes. Farmers also wouldn’t have been able to eat if they had branched 
out and increased too much. That is why probably nobody wanted to be called tawakemono, a 
paddy-splitter who inherits his limited land to too many sons.

Agriculture is not labor. It is a vocation we are to carry in service to the soil, the livestock 
and the crops so that they may be able to demonstrate the mighty power of a silent nature. 
Agriculture is gifted with a mysterious great power that can provide all the energies needed 
for human survival. What we should search for are peace and a healthy long life. No other 
sphere than agriculture can guarantee that. That’s why agriculture must be continued by our 
hands. That’s why villages must survive.

The soil is mother of all life, and agriculture is eternity

 Those who stand on the soil never fall down
 Those who live rooted in the soil never go hungry
 Those who take care of the soil never vanish

those in agriculture and those in other trades have to establish a sure foundation of co-
operation in the spirit of coexistence and make peace on earth with the aim of building a 
self-sustainable life by making the best of given resources in given localities in mind. hap-
piness is found everywhere in our universe, and abundantly. Happiness which is obtained 
by plundering that of others is false happiness. all of us are called to take the hands of one 
another for a happy, blessed life.         

Words in square brackets are by the translator.
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About “euodoō”

This journal presents articles and theses written by 
ARI staf f and community members that explore ARI’s 
foundational spirit, motto, key concepts, and train-
ing program. it aims to improve supporters’ under-
standing of ARI while also promoting the values and 
philosophies ARI holds dearly to new audiences. In 
the past, articles and theses about ARI were scattered 
and not well publicized; even staf f members were 
often unaware of their existence. In order to give 
these important writings new life and inspire a new 
generation of ARI friends and supporters, we deemed 
it meaningful to reorganize and republish them in 
journal form. the journal is published annually and is 
also be available electronically via the ari homepage.

“euodoō,” the journal’s name, is derived from Greek. 
the root meaning is “prosperity,” but another trans-
lation of euodoō is “a good way.” We humans have 
achieved prosperity and development in many ways, 
but we need to ask ourselves whether the way in 
which we have attained those has been through “a 
good way.” did we destroy what is necessary for the 
next generation? did we disregard new lives to come? 
Ref lecting on our past activities while presenting a 
challenge to ourselves as responsible agents for the 
future, we need to keep asking, “Is this a good way?” 
The name “euodoō” shows our will to prepare a space 
for careful consideration of this question. 

the journal’s subtitle, “Journal of rural future 
Study,” is also significant. one of the intentions of 
the journal is to reconsider our image of what the 
future should be, instead of simply recording impor-
tant events in the history of ari, or extrapolating 
current trends. Further, we want a future that is de-
rived from images of all creatures standing firmly on 
a living soil. Considering what healthy rural commu-
nities can and should look like is another important 
aspect of the works presented here.
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I still remember that in my village, when a family wanted to build a house, the whole 
community would do it together. Everybody would participate. Similarly, they work 
together to cultivate land or harvest. We used to call it marsiurupan and marsiadapari,  
which means “helping each other” and “working on each other’s land without pay to 
help one another.” The villagers arrange their own system with whom they help first 
and then help at another farm the next day. This system is the local wisdom of the 
community to solve their problem.

Samuel Sihombing


